Linear time maximum margin clustering.
Maximum margin clustering (MMC) is a newly proposed clustering method which has shown promising performance in recent studies. It extends the computational techniques of support vector machine (SVM) to the unsupervised scenario. Traditionally, MMC is formulated as a nonconvex integer programming problem which makes it difficult to solve. Several methods have been proposed in the literature to solve the MMC problem based on either semidefinite programming (SDP) or alternating optimization. However, these methods are still time demanding when handling large scale data sets, which limits its application in real-world problems. In this paper, we propose a cutting plane maximum margin clustering (CPMMC) algorithm. It first decomposes the nonconvex MMC problem into a series of convex subproblems by making use of the constrained concave-convex procedure (CCCP), then for each subproblem, our algorithm adopts the cutting plane algorithm to solve it. Moreover, we show that the CPMMC algorithm takes O(sn) time to converge with guaranteed accuracy, where n is the number of samples in the data set and s is the sparsity of the data set, i.e., the average number of nonzero features of the data samples. We also derive the multiclass version of our CPMMC algorithm. Experimental evaluations on several real-world data sets show that CPMMC performs better than existing MMC methods, both in efficiency and accuracy.